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Abstract

Aim To report results of proton beam therapy

for iris melanoma.

Methods A retrospective case series of 15

patients with nonresectable iris melanomas

treated with proton beam therapy between

August 1998 and August 2004. The main

outcome measures were (1) local tumour

control, (2) complications, and (3) eye

retention.

Results Of the 15 cases, 11 patients showed

documented growth (including two cases of

local recurrence following iridocyclectomy)

while a further three cases were biopsy-proven

melanoma. One patient presented with a

newly acquired vascular nodule of the iris

associated with angle seeding and glaucoma.

Tumour control at mean follow-up of 34

months was 93% (14 of 15 eyes). Common

complications included glaucoma in 53% (five

patients had glaucoma prior to irradiation),

dry eye (27%) and cataract in three patients

(20%). Eye retention was possible in 80%

(12 cases).

Conclusion Proton beam therapy is an

effective treatment for cases of nonresectable

iris melanoma. The major complications are

cataract and glaucoma.
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Introduction

The iris is the least common site for uveal

melanoma accounting for only 3% of the cases.1

Furthermore, iris melanomas tend to behave in

an indolent fashion and carry a much better

prognosis than either ciliary body or choroidal

melanomas.2 For this reason, the mainstay of

treatment for localised iris melanomas is

resection by means of an iridectomy or

iridocyclectomy. In cases of diffuse melanomas,

particularly if the intraocular pressure is raised,

enucleation is frequently necessary.

Brachytherapy is also an option in selected

cases. Several authors have described the use of

proton beam therapy for iris melanomas

although no large case series have been

published.3,4 Over the last 5 years, we have used

proton beam therapy in 15 patients with iris

melanomas of varying complexity and in this

report we present our initial results.

Materials and methods

Patient details of all ocular oncology patients

seen in Sheffield are stored on a dedicated

oncology database. A search of these records

identified all patients with iris melanomas

treated with proton beam therapy. A total of 15

patients were identified. Information regarding

age, sex, laterality, Snellen visual acuity,

indications for treatment, intraocular pressure,

length of follow-up, and complications was

collected . All patients were treated with a

standard protocol of 5310 cGy delivered in four

fractions. No localising markers were required

and localisation was based on anterior segment

photographs, ultrasound biomicroscopy, axial

length, and measurement of corneal diameters.

EYEPLAN software was used to formulate an

individual treatment plan for each patient

(Figure 1a). Immobilisation of the head was

achieved by means of a custom-made mask and

bite block, while immobilisation of the eye was

achieved by means of viewing a fixation light.

The eyelids were retracted out of the radiation

field. The pupil was dilated to reduce the

treatment volume. Patients were reviewed at

regular intervals with measurement of

intraocular pressure, slit-lamp assessment,

anterior segment photography, and ultrasound

biomicroscopy as required.
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Results

In total 15 patients were identified, 12 females and three

males. The mean age was 41 years (range 11–61 years). In

nine cases, the left eye was involved and in six cases, the

right eye was affected. As would be expected there were

no bilateral cases. In all, 13 patients had pretreatment

Snellen acuity better than 6/9, one had 6/12, and one

patient 6/36. Four melanomas were considered focal (3

clock hours or less) and 11 were classified as diffuse. This

latter group included two cases of recurrence

postiridectomy.

Indications for treatment were documented growth in

nine cases occurring over periods of follow-up ranging

from 4 to 120 months. Four of these patients underwent

fine-needle biopsy. A further three patients underwent

biopsy of a suspicious lesion at presentation (seven

biopsies in total). Two patients had recurrence following

iridectomy. One patient presented with a vascular iris

nodule associated with angle-seeding and raised

Figure 1 (a) Treatment plan showing 20, 50, and 90% isodose curves for the patient in (b). (b) A 51-year-old male with documented
growth of an iris lesion in his only seeing, left eye; (b) appearance in 1993; (c) appearance in 1998; (d) appearance in 2004 with massive
recurrence of the iris melanoma following proton beam therapy. The eye was enucleated. (e) A 30 year old female with diffuse iris
melanoma of the left eye at presentation and (f) 2 years post-proton beam therapy. Note the iris atrophy and posterior synechiae.
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intraocular pressure. In this case, biopsy was not

performed owing to the risk of haemorrhage. Overall,

five patients showed raised intraocular pressure at

presentation.

Median follow-up post-treatment was 40 months

(range 6–65 months).

Tumour control was achieved in 14 patients (93%). One

patient showed local recurrence of melanoma requiring

enucleation.

Five (33%) patients developed symptomatic dry eye.

Eight (53%) patients developed glaucoma including the

five patients noted pretreatment. In four patients, the

intraocular pressure was controlled with topical

medications only; two required repeated cyclodiode, one

cyclocryotherapy and subsequent enucleation for

phthisis, and one patient required enucleation for

rubeosis.

Overall globe retention was achieved in 80% (12 out of

15 patients).

No patients developed metastases over the period of

follow-up.

Discussion

Treatment options for iris melanoma depend on, among

other things, the extent of the tumour, health of the eye

and its fellow, and the age and general health of the

patient. For the majority of patients, the natural history of

iris melanomas is one of slow growth and low

metastastic potential. The risk of metastases in focal

melanomas has been reported to be as low as 3%,1

whereas for diffuse lesions the rate is greater at

approximately 13%.5 For this reason, the mainstay of

treatment of focal lesions is local resection by iridectomy

or iridocylcectomy, if the angle is involved. Such

operations carry relatively low morbidity and a good

visual prognosis.6

Treatment of diffuse melanomas or those with raised

intraocular pressure is more difficult. Such lesions tend

to behave more aggressively, and Shields et al7 have

reported that up to 60% of cases with raised intraocular

pressure may require enucleation. The same authors

have reported success with brachytherapy utilising

custom-made plaques with a variety of isotopes.8 That

study showed a local control rate of 92% and an eye

retention rate of 87% at 5 years. Their main complications

were cataract (70%) and glaucoma (37%).

Although proton beam has been used extensively for

posterior melanoma, there is little published data on its

use for iris melanoma.3,4 In 2001, at the International

Congress of Ocular Oncology in Amsterdam, Damato

presented his experience of the use of proton beam with

iris melanoma over a period of 5 years.9 Although

follow-up was relatively short, the initial results with

regard to recurrence rates and local complications were

encouraging.

Our series included four cases of focal melanoma:

one patient was a high myope with no perception of light

in his fellow eye secondary to retinal detachment

(Figure 1b, c and d), the other showed a highly vascular

lesion with angle involvement and raised intraocular

pressure, and two patients elected to undergo proton

beam therapy rather than surgery. The remaining 11

patients showed diffuse (Figure 1e and f) or extensive

nonresectable tumours, cases with raised intraocular

pressure and included two cases of recurrence following

previous local resection. Therefore, they represent a

group who might be expected to fare poorly.

Overall, local control of tumour was achieved in 93%

(one local recurrence). Despite this, enucleation was

necessary in three cases (20%).

In the remaining 12 patients, five (30% of total) showed

improved or stable visual acuity and seven suffered a

loss of acuity (46% of total). Overall, eight patients had

acuities better than 6/9, one had 6/12 and three patients

had only hand movements. The cause of poor vision in

these three individuals was glaucoma in one, glaucoma

and cataract in another, and preexisting surgical aphakia

in the third.

Cataracts developed in three patients postirradiation.

One patient refused surgery and two underwent

phacoemulsification although these eyes were

subsequently enucleated for phthisis and rubeosis.

Symptomatic dry eye developed in five cases (36%) but

was readily controlled with artificial tears. There were no

cases of corneal melt, prolonged uveitis, radiation

retinopathy, or papillopathy. No patient has developed

systemic metastases to date.

The most frequent complication was of raised

intraocular pressure, which was noted at presentation

(and persisted) in five individuals and developed in a

further three patients, making eight in total (53%). In

seven cases, the glaucoma was of open-angle type and in

one case secondary to rubeosis. At presentation the

mechanism for the raised pressure appeared to be

outflow obstruction by melanoma. However, the fact that

the intraocular pressure remained raised and that none of

our patients showed a reduction of pressure

postirradiation despite regression of the melanoma

suggests that trabecular scarring may have played a role.

In summary, proton beam therapy proved effective in

the management of cases of iris melanoma where local

resection was either impossible or refused. Our local

control and eye retention rates compare favourably to

those achieved with brachytherapy. Overall, anterior

segment seems to tolerate proton beam therapy well. The

major complication is glaucoma, the management of

which may be problematic.
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